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The fallout from the global financial crisis has raised concerns about procyclicality in banking. Procyclicality refers to the amplification of fluctuations during an otherwise normal business cycle. Among the causes of procyclicality are backward-looking loan loss provisioning rules that do not recognize the build-up of credit risks in boom phases and thus facilitate credit expansion and excessive risk-taking. Procyclical lending and provisioning occur when a period of high credit growth and lax lending standards is followed by a downturn triggering a rise in non-performing loans and, hence, specific loan loss provisions. Empirical evidence shows that credit risks build up during an upswing (Jiménez and Saurina, 2006) and that banks postpone provisioning during upswings until lending conditions deteriorate (Cavallo and Majnoni, 2001; Laeven and Majnoni, 2003) . The underestimation of emerging credit risks that ultimately leads to belated recognition of loan losses coupled with tightened lending policies may then trigger a credit squeeze (Bikker and Metzemakers, 2005; Bouvatier and Lepetit, 2006) . Financial institutions and their regulators alike have come to realize that the incurred loss model with its backward-looking provisioning rules does not adequately recognize the build-up of credit risks during expansionary phases and, thus, fails to provide the right incentives for prudent loan origination.
Dynamic loan loss provisioning is an instrument to mitigate procyclicality in lending and provisioning. Dynamic provisioning is one of the alternative approaches recommended by the Financial Stability Forum (2009) to recognizing and measuring loan losses that incorporate a broader range of credit information. The basic idea is to deliberately build loan loss reserves during good times that are used to absorb losses in bad times. During an economic upswing, the stock of dynamic provisions grows rapidly as loan origination is high and loan losses are typically low. The reverse is true during economic downturns, and additional provisions for actual loan losses are then covered by drawing on the stock of dynamic provisions. Specifically, banks have to build dynamic provisions in line with the estimate of long-run expected (through-the-cycle) loan losses rather than incurred losses. This is because incurred losses do not capture additional costs from future loan defaults caused by a probable deterioration in economic variables. In this context, it is not primarily the level of provisioning that matters but the timing of provisioning, as a sufficient "war chest" of loan loss reserves reduces the likelihood of failure from capital deficiency (Balla and McKenna, 2009 ).
The objective of dynamic provisioning is that both flows and stocks of total provisions, comprising specific and dynamic provisions, become less procyclical or even countercyclical. This is because of the explicit interaction between specific and dynamic provisions, with dynamic provisions growing when specific provisions and loan losses are lower than the through-the-cycle average and vice versa. Once the stock of dynamic provisions has reached a sufficiently high level, the monthly provisioning charges should effectively become independent of current loan losses and, if anything, grow in line with the rate of credit expansion. 2 Hence, dynamic provisioning has a profit smoothing property. It also lessens the possibility of earnings management by curbing the effect of specific loan loss provisions on bank profits (Pérez, Salas and Saurina, 2006) . For dynamic provisions to agree with international accounting standards, historical data on loan defaults are used in setting dynamic provisioning rates, although these rates ought to be broadly in line with loan losses expected for the ongoing or upcoming credit cycle.
Reaping the merits of dynamic provisioning, however, requires careful calibration. Dynamic provisioning rates need to be devised in accordance with the loan default history spanning at least a full credit cycle, in an attempt to avoid over-or underprovisioning of eventual loan losses. Imprecise estimation of the historic default rates and, consequently, miscalibration of these provisioning rates either causes an excessive burden on banks or leads to an insufficient cushion to be accessed in a downturn.
Despite mandating additional provisions against new loans, dynamic provisioning cannot prevent credit booms in and of itself (Brunnermeier, Crockett, Goodhart, Persaud and Shin, 2009 ). To be sure, dynamic provisioning gives incentives for banks to extend loans more carefully due to these mandatory provisions on performing loans. It is also true that the provisioning charges on new loans cause a decline in banks' capital, which for a given or desired leverage will restraint credit growth to a limited extent (Shin, 2009) . However, attempting to contain a credit boom primarily through dynamic provisioning would require setting prohibitively high provisioning rates. Therefore, as provisions and capital assume complementary roles as buffers for expected and unexpected losses, respectively, capital requirements also need to become more forwardlooking, if procyclicality is to be reduced significantly.
This study contributes to the emerging literature by assessing the protection against shocks that dynamic provisions in Uruguay afford and it compares this system, using simulations, to those used in Spain, Peru and Bolivia. Similar studies by Balla and McKenna (2009) and Sacasa (2010) also use a simulation approach to ascertain how a country's loan loss provisions-in that case the United States-would have evolved under dynamic provisioning. The paper finds that the present stock of dynamic provisions would suffice to fully absorb a medium-sized shock in terms of offsetting the cost of additional specific provisions, but that it would fail to withstand a severe crisis. Moreover, simulations for the period of September 2001 to June 2009 show that the alternative dynamic provisioning formulas result in distinct accumulation paths, some of which also have desirable properties for mitigating procyclicality. Specifically, some formulas produce paths that have a high correlation with credit growth along the cycle and feature a markedly countercyclical buildup and drawdown of dynamic provisions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the characteristics of the Uruguayan dynamic provisioning system as well as descriptive statistics on the evolution of credit and of specific versus dynamic provisions. It also estimates the additional cost of dynamic provisioning in terms of a lower return on assets than otherwise obtained. Section III assesses whether the current stock of dynamic provisions is sufficient to provide protection against sizable economic downturns by allowing to cover rising loan delinquencies by tapping previously accumulated countercyclical provisions. To do so, the credit risk model of the central bank (Banco Central del Uruguay (BCU)) is subjected to a set of growth, exchange rate and interest rate shocks. Section IV provides simulations of the evolution of dynamic provisions on the basis of the dynamic provisioning formulas used in Spain, Peru and Bolivia and assesses the merits of each alternative system. Section V concludes and discusses a number of policy implications.
II.
The Uruguayan System of Dynamic Provisioning Uruguay introduced dynamic loan loss provisioning in September 2001, following the Spanish model launched one year earlier. 3 The regulation specifies that banks contribute to their individual dynamic provisioning funds, DP t , the difference between the monthly statistical net losses on loans to the non-financial private sector (NFPS) and the realized net loan loss in that month:
The statistical losses are derived by multiplying 1/12 of the expected rate of loss for five loan categories, 4 ß i , ranging from 0.1 percent for low-risk loans to 1.8 percent for credit card loans, by the respective loan volumes, C it . The net loan loss, LL t , incurred in a given period is calculated as the cost of additional specific provisions recorded in the profitand-loss statement, net of deactivations of specific provisions (i.e., reclassifications of loans toward higher categories) and recoveries of defaulted loans already written off. 5 At the inception of dynamic provisioning, the beta parameters were reportedly distributed around the average annual loan loss during 1990-2000, which was 1 percent of loans. The dynamic provisions fund of each bank is bounded between 0 and 3 percent of total loans to be provisioned.
The countercyclical system took effect toward the end of the previous credit cycle. As a result, when the severe financial crisis of 2002/03 hit, the cushion of dynamic provisions was still insufficient to absorb a meaningful fraction of the mounting loan losses (see Figure 1) . During the crisis, banks' dynamic provisions funds remained more or less depleted. With the subsequent recovery, however, the overall stock of dynamic provisions quickly approached the 3 percent limit, reaching 2.7 percent of loans to the non-financial private sector at the system level in June 2009. At more than 5 times nonperforming loans, total loan loss provisions are much higher than in other countries (see Adler et al., 2009 ).
Due to the interplay between specific and dynamic provisions, overall provisions remained fairly stable in the post-crisis period. Figure 2 details the development of specific and dynamic provisions as a share of loans to the non-financial private sector (NFPS). Reclassifications of loans toward better risk categories contributed to the drop in specific provisions, initially after the crisis in 2004/05 and then again in mid-2007. Broadly constant as a share of loans, total provisions dropped thereafter when the decline in specific provisions could not be fully offset by rising dynamic provisions because banks' dynamic provisioning funds increasingly hit the 3 percent ceiling.
In the post-crisis period, the rapid accumulation of dynamic provisions was made possible by strong credit growth and, to some extent, the decline in impaired loans. Figure 3 depicts the evolution of dynamic provisions compared to the hypothetical case of zero loan losses since 2005, i.e. after the post-crisis catching-up in dynamic provisions. The build-up of dynamic provisions is relatively volatile during 2005-07 when fluctuations in net loan losses cause the two paths to deviate. The second factor influencing the path of dynamic provisions is the rate of credit growth depicted by the fine dotted line. Both paths of dynamic provisions react to swings in credit growth but are subject to the 3 percent ceiling that curbed the accumulation in 2008 when many banks reached that limit. The temporary pickup in credit growth from mid-2007 increases the slope of the trajectory in the hypothetical case before tapering off with the sharp decline in credit growth in 2009.
The continued accumulation of dynamic provisions in favor of financial stability has come at a cost to banks' profitability in the expansionary phase. During the 2002-03 crisis, banks could avail themselves only of the small stock of dynamic provisions that had been built up in a few months after being introduced in September 2001, while after the crisis they had to contribute a significant amount of resources to the replenishment of these provisions each year. In general terms, dynamic provisioning should only bring the recognition of losses forward in time without increasing the total buffers of specific and dynamic provisions significantly above a prudent estimate of expected losses through the cycle. This means that over the course of a normal credit cycle bank profitability should not be impaired. However, if the cycle deviates from a standard cycle, including the estimate of expected loss, or if profitability is assessed only during part of the cycle, profitability may indeed be impaired. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of dynamic provisioning on the return on average assets (RoAA) of the Uruguayan banking system. The apparent cost of dynamic provisioning needs to be weighed against the benefit of strengthened financial stability. As illustrated in the next section, the Uruguayan banking system can currently withstand a sizable economic shock without having to record loan-related expenses in the profit and loss statement. However, as the loan delinquencies rose only moderately during the recent downturn in 2009, so far measureable costs have arguably outweighed the rather intangible benefit of having a more resilient banking system.
III. THE SUFFICIENCY OF DYNAMIC PROVISIONS UNDER MACROECONOMIC SHOCKS A. Empirical Approach
Using the credit risk model of the BCU, the loan portfolios of the 13 Uruguayan banks are subjected to a set of macroeconomic shocks. These shocks were calibrated to produce default rates and consequently loan losses (assuming a fixed loss given default) that will exhaust the individual stocks of dynamic provisions in place. The BCU credit risk model has the following main input variables that historically have had an impact on expected loan losses: 6 (i) the rate of GDP growth; (ii) the Uruguayan Peso-US dollar exchange rate; and (iii) the Uruguayan Bond Index (UBI).
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Different credit risk models are in place for peso and for dollar loans, and the BCU routinely applies an "adverse" scenario and a "crisis" scenario. In the present simulation, the level of additional loan losses is set such that it depletes each bank's stock of dynamic provisions. Given this level of loan losses, the model is then solved backward for the set of shocks that will produce exactly such losses. The correlations were found to be -0.6 for the exchange rate and +0.3 for the UBI. For example, for every ten percent increase in the negative GDP growth rate vis-a-vis the adverse scenario of the BCU (this implying a 0.37 percentage point drop), the exchange rate is set to depreciate by 6 percent (corresponding to a 0.8 percentage point change) and the bond spread to rise by 3 percent (i.e., an increase of about 20 basis points).
B. Simulation Results
The simulation outcome shows that the banks could withstand a medium-sized shock without having to bear the costs of additional specific provisions (Table 1) . On average, the set of shocks that would deplete the stock of dynamic provisions consists of a 5 percent drop in economic activity, an exchange rate depreciation of about 15 percent, and a rise in the UBI to slightly above 800 basis points (250 b.p. higher than in June 2009). Having mostly attained the maximum level of their dynamic provisions funds, 85 percent of banks are, reassuringly, within one standard deviation of the magnitude of the average shock. Applying in addition the BCU's standard stress test scenarios illustrates that full coverage of loan losses by dynamic provisions is ensured only under the weaker set of shocks (Table 2) . While banks' dynamic provisions would more than cover the additional loan losses predicted by the adverse scenario, the rate of coverage in the BCU crisis scenario assuming a drop in GDP of 8 percent and a depreciation of over 30 percent is only 41 percent. Under an even more severe shock corresponding to changes experienced during the 2002-03 financial crisis the coverage ratio drops to a mere 13 percent. Nonetheless, in view of Uruguay's relatively favorable performance during the current global economic crisis (only one quarter of moderately negative GDP growth), the cushion afforded by the stock of dynamic provisions can be regarded as comfortable.
As the non-negligible standard deviations in table 1 indicate, a number of banks would experience either a higher-or lower-than-average coverage of losses. This reflects banks' diverging risk profiles in lending operations. An obvious way to accommodate such differing exposures would be to allow for bank-specific dynamic provisioning rates (Martínez et al., 2005) . This approach would help overcome the problem whereby the current system with uniform rates tends to penalize the more efficient banks which have above-average loan growth (Panetta et al., 2009 ). However, a bank-specific system would require a sufficiently accurate estimate of through-the-cycle loan losses for each financial institution as well as recalibrations whenever the associated risk profile noticeably changes.
IV. SIMULATIONS USING ALTERNATIVE PROVISIONING FORMULAS

A. Characteristics of Alternative Formulas
The size of the dynamic provision funds has for years converged toward the regulatory limit of 3 percent, reaching 2.7 percent at the system level in June 2009 (see Chart 1). However, the basic idea of dynamic provisioning is that the stock of such provisions should diminish during an economic slowdown associated with stagnant or falling credit. In early 2009, when the growth rate of both GDP and credit temporarily turned negative, dynamic provisions did not fall significantly. In the end, Uruguay avoided a recession, with the economy starting to grow again in the second quarter and nonperforming loans barely rising.
This section examines whether other dynamic provisioning formulas would have produced different accumulation paths. To this end, the provisioning formulas used in Spain, Peru and Bolivia that have different properties are applied to the Uruguayan data.
Spanish Formula
The Spanish formula 10 -in place since July 2000-is conceptually similar to the Uruguayan in that it offsets loan delinquencies, but it has two diverging elements. First, the flow of specific provisions rather than the net loan loss is subtracted from the required contribution to the dynamic provisions fund. Second, an additional component captures the expected loss of new loans. Hence, the Spanish formula computes general provisions with a countercyclical component.
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Specifically, depending on the risk of the loan category, banks are required to provision between 0 and 2.5 percent of the increase in provisionable loans (the "alpha" component) in addition to the countercyclical component (the "beta" component, with rates ranging from 0 to 1.64 percent):
where ΔDP t is the increase in this general dynamic provision (i.e. provisioning flow) to be added on a quarterly basis; α i is average estimate of the credit loss in a year neutral from a cyclical perspective for loans in risk category i; ΔC it is the change in the stock of loans of risk category i in the current period; ß i is the historical average rate of specific provisions for loans of category i (ideally based on at least a full credit cycle); and ΔSP t is the specific provision made in the current period. The Spanish features a cap of 125 percent of the latent loss 13 and also a floor of 0.1 percent of loans. 11 With Spain's adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards in 2005 (which was made compulsory by the European Union), the formulas for computing general and dynamic provisions were merged into one To the extent that the average rate of specific provisions is properly calibrated, the beta part of the formula ought to be zero over the credit cycle, as the cyclically-induced differences between long-run and current provisions average out. Moreover, all else equal, the additional alpha component leads to a quicker build-up of dynamic provisions during an upswing but also to stronger downward pressure whenever credit growth turns negative.
To apply the Spanish formula properly, the magnitude of the expected losses during a cyclically neutral period has to be calibrated to obtain values for the alpha parameters. In the simulation, the alpha parameters were set to be 0.1 percentage points higher than the Uruguayan beta parameters which were originally determined according to evidence of a past average annual loan loss rate of 1 percent. The difference is predicated on the average annual loan loss rate of 1.1 percent recorded over the credit cycle of 2001-08. 15 Further, the beta parameters had to be set according to the average annual provisioning rates during the simulation period, which, owing to the grave 2002-03 crisis, was an excessive 3.8 percent. Hence, to preserve the comparability of the formulas, the postcrisis (2004-09) average provisioning rate of 1.1 percent was used in the simulation.
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Peruvian Formula
Introduced in November 2008, the Peruvian formula differs substantially from the two aforementioned concepts. It does not feature a cumulative fund (i.e. one that is built up gradually). Further, the "procyclical" element only enters into effect if GDP growth rises above a certain threshold.
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In the non-activation period, banks maintain a stock of general provisions of between 0.7 and 1.0 percent of loans (again, depending on the risk category of loans), to which between 0.3 and 1.5 percent of loans is added during the activation period. Once the procyclical component is deactivated again during an economic slowdown, banks are allowed to offset rising specific provisions against the stock of general provisions until the level of provisions prescribed for the non-activation period is reached again.
In the simulation, the activation period is found to begin in October 2003, after a 2.8 percent increase in GDP over the previous four quarters. 18 By regulation, the required additional provisions during the activation period are phased in over six months. The surcharges used by the Peruvian formula during the activation period are applied to the Uruguayan beta parameters. These are 1 percent for consumer loans, 1.5 percent for credit card loans, and 0.5 percent for other non-guaranteed loans.
Bolivian Formula
The Bolivian formula that was enacted in December 2008 prescribes a general provision on prime quality loans which can be drawn upon fully during a slowdown. Depending on the type of loan, Bolivian banks have to maintain a dynamic provision of between 1.5 and 5.5 percent of loans.
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During a contraction, banks can access that stock to offset up to half of the additional specific provisions required in a given month, provided that the loan quality has deteriorated for six consecutive months (and the dynamic provision has been phased in fully). This deterioration is measured using the product of the share of a certain loan category in total loans and the respective actual provisioning rate, summed over all categories.
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Conversely, banks must replenish dynamic provisions when the six-month moving average of this indicator improves, then adding each month 2.78 percent of the total required provision over 36 months.
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Applied to the Uruguayan data, the access period is found to begin in July 2002 and end six months later. Absent a full breakdown by loan type and classification for Uruguay, a number of assumptions were necessary to make the Bolivian system operational. The approach 18 The assumed procyclical phase would have come to an end in the third quarter of 2009 given that the average GDP growth rate in Uruguay had already fallen by 3.8 percent during the 12 months ending in June 2009. 19 The rates of the countercyclical provisions were set as follows, mortgage loans: 1.5 percent; microfinance loans: 1.6 percent; consumer loans: 2.3 percent; and prime corporate loans: 2.3 percent (for lower-category corporate loans between 3.2 and 5.5 percent).
20 Formally:
where α is the actual rate of specific provisions applied to each loan category k, and C is the share of loan category k in total loans, with the loan category k ranging from A (performing loans) to H (defaulted loans) and encompassing three intermediate categories only applicable to corporate loans.
involved assigning the average of the provisioning rates for mortgage loans and prime corporate loans, which is 1.9 percent, to the category labeled "other loans", and 2.3 percent to consumer and credit card loans (omitting the other two categories of loans with guarantees). Moreover, the Bolivian loan quality indicator was proxied by the share of overall specific provisions in total loans. Note that the absolute provisioning amounts derived by this approximation are inadvertently imprecise, but the emphasis of this simulation is on obtaining the path of dynamic provisions that each formula entails.
Other Formulas
In addition to the aforementioned formula, a hybrid version of the Uruguayan and Spanish formula is applied. In this combined formula the additional alpha component of the Spanish formula is added to the Uruguayan methodology. The objective of this hybrid version is to ascertain how much additional dynamics in the stock of dynamic provisions the alpha part contributes.
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Another formula is being used in Colombia, but due its data requirements it is not applied in this study. The Colombian dynamic provisioning system phased in during 2007-08 23 deviates from the other concepts by utilizing specific provisions. This system is arguably the most complex countercyclical concept currently applied, as it attaches empirically-derived probabilities of default to each of the loan classification categories, both to grade and type of loan (see Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia (SFC), 2007). The countercyclical provision consists in the difference between two rates for specific provisions which are derived from two different transition matrices (reportedly, one matrix based on through-the-cycle default probabilities and the other one based on more recent data).
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The SFC, considering the cyclical position, decides each year which of these two matrices is to be applied. While in a good year the higher rate applies, possibly forcing banks to increase provisions, the exact same difference applies conversely during a slowdown, allowing banks to tap their stock of dynamic provisions until the floor implied by the lower rate is reached. For the purpose of this study, however, the Colombian system cannot be applied as neither the individual probabilities of default based on transition matrices nor the necessary breakdown of loan data are readily available for Uruguay.
B. Simulation Results
Imposing the properties of the three alternative formulas yields distinctive paths for the stock of Uruguay's dynamic provisions. As Figure 5 illustrates, the various paths coincide with the Uruguayan credit cycle as implied by the line depicting the upper limit to the stock of dynamic provisions. Even so, the trajectories do exhibit greatly diverging slopes both during the crisis and the recovery phase. Indeed, some of the formulas yield a relatively smooth development of provisions over time (Peruvian and Bolivian formulas), whereas the others command a more volatile response (Spanish and Uruguayan formulas).

Application of the Spanish formula produces a broadly similar path of dynamic provisions.
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Like the Uruguayan system, the Spanish formula would not be able to prevent a rapid drawdown on the dynamic provisions during the 2002-03 crisis. The overall stock never reaches zero, though, because of the Spanish system's unique floor of 0.1 percent of loans. During 2005-07, the Spanish formula causes the imputed stock to rise less than the actual Uruguayan stock because it does not incorporate the sizable recoveries of charged-off loans which mitigate the loan losses under the Uruguayan formula. From mid-2007, the path under the Spanish system recovers to the actual one due to lower loan recoveries and, importantly, stronger credit growth that spurs dynamic provisioning through the additional alpha component explicitly requiring to make provisions on the incremental credit.

The Peruvian formula yields a smoother path than the previous two methods since it abstains from subtracting net loan losses or changes in specific provisions. The stock of provisions begins to rise in October 2003 when the procyclical component is phased in, and it afterward traces the actual Uruguayan provisions closely. The latter is a coincidence because the additional contribution due to the higher beta parameters is offset by the absence of a fall in specific provisions from 2005 (an element which is not incorporated in the Peruvian formula). Note also that the Peruvian formula is unique in that the embedded property of a general provision effectively sets a floor that cannot be undercut even in the deep crisis of 2002-03. This feature ensures that the stock of dynamic provisions is never fully depleted (or almost exhausted as under the Spanish system).
The Bolivian formula implies a path similar to the Peruvian case but allows for faster access to the stock of dynamic provisions. For illustration of the impact that the access rule has, it is assumed that the countercyclical provisions are already fully constituted at the start of the sample period. Application of this access rule shows that banks can use accrued dynamic provisions from July to December 2002. As the downturn in the Uruguayan banking sector was severe and banks under the Bolivian formula can cover as much as half of the increase in specific provisions, 26 the stock of countercyclical provisions quickly declines and is depleted within 6 months. Thanks to the phasing-in of dynamic provisions in the reconstitution phase, the ensuing build-up is gradual and also less volatile than under the Spanish and Uruguayan formulas, since banks cannot subtract the excess of specific provisions or loan losses over required dynamic provisions.
Lastly, the hybrid Uruguayan-Spanish system makes the stock of provisions rise faster in times of high credit growth (as does the Spanish formula), while the stock also falls more quickly when credit diminishes, as was the case in early 2009 (this can be inferred from a slightly declining distance between the two lines after the peak in December 2008).
The following table provides summary statistics that shed light on how each formula conforms to the quantitative objectives of dynamic provisioning. 
The flow of dynamic provisions should be in line with credit growth (i.e., changes in the credit stock). In the five years starting in July 2004 (when the provisioning funds under each of the formulas resume accumulation), this is the case for results under the Bolivian and Peruvian formulas, with the correlation coefficient at 0.5, and to a lesser extent, under the Spanish formula (0.3). By contrast, the correlation for the Uruguayan formula (and the hybrid Uruguayan-Spanish formula) is close to zero. This is explained in part by the netting of recoveries of defaulted loans in the Uruguayan formula, but also by the missing alpha term that under the Spanish formula makes dynamic provisions grow faster. Similarly, the correlation with economic activity is found to be positive but generally weaker because credit growth outpaced economic activity in the post-crisis years.
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 Total provisions, on the other hand, need not be correlated with credit growth through the cycle but can be during an upswing. There is no notable correlation for any formula but the Spanish one which shows a highly positive linkage. The divergence is owed to the fact that the Spanish formula produces by construction a highly negative correlation between dynamic and specific provisions.
 A negative correlation between dynamic and specific provisions is desirable because it smoothes total provisions -as is shown for the Spanish formula -by counterbalancing swings in specific provisions with opposite changes in dynamic provisions. For the other formulas, the correlation between the two types of provisions is near zero. While not unexpected for the Bolivian and Peruvian formulas that lack a beta component, a near-zero correlation between the two provisions in the Uruguayan case is rather surprising and only explained by the impact of subtracting loan recoveries from the dynamic provisioning requirement.
The simulation outcome permits a number of inferences. Along the cycle, the accumulation paths of the alternative formulas broadly correspond to the actual path. However, due to netting loan recoveries, the Uruguayan formula yields a path that is somewhat less volatile than under the Spanish formula but more so than under the Bolivian and Peruvian formulas (see standard deviations of provisioning flows in Table  3 ). These two systems guarantee a gradual build-up and relatively low volatility of dynamic provisions but they are not responsive to swings in specific loan loss provisions. The Peruvian formula tends to produce larger stocks through the cycle than the other systems because it is the only one that prescribes a sizable minimum level of general provisions at all times. Moreover, to the extent that high credit growth is a precursor of emerging credit distress, the additional alpha component of the Spanish formula explicitly linking general provisions to new loans is justified. This point is illustrated by a faster buildup and drawdown of dynamic provisions that the Spanish and the hybrid system produce along the credit cycle as well as their higher correlation with credit growth.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyses the coverage provided by Uruguay's dynamic provisions and finds that the current stock would cushion a medium-sized macroeconomic shock. As the stocks of most banks are at their regulatory limit, it would take a relatively large shock for banks to experience loan losses that can no longer be covered by the dynamic provisions. Thus, in terms of safeguarding financial stability, the cushion afforded by Uruguay's dynamic provisions is arguably large enough, also keeping in mind that provisions are not designed to cover the most extreme events.
The paper also shows that alternative formulas used in Spain, Peru and Bolivia produce diverging accumulation paths. In part, the results implied by some of these alternative formulas conform better with the Uruguayan credit cycle, not least because they are more directly linked to credit growth. The paper illustrates that adding such an element to the Uruguayan formula would provide greater variability of dynamic provisions over the credit cycle.
In addition, the paper provides an estimate of the additional burden of dynamic provisioning on banks' profitability during an expansionary phase. The hypothetical return on average assets calculated in the absence of dynamic provisions exceeds the actual return by as much as half a percentage point, showing that the costs of dynamic provisions can be non-negligible in tranquil periods.
The simulations are, however, unable to answer the question whether the stocks produced by any of the formulas are adequate. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between ensuring financial stability at all times, suggesting to maintain ample provisions, and the efficiency of the banking system that hinges on reasonable loan loss provisions. In the case of Uruguay, the jury is still out since toward the end of the credit cycle loan delinquencies rose only slightly. That said, the question arises whether the magnitude of loan losses experienced during the 2002-03 may reoccur or whether milder shocks are to be expected thanks to Uruguay's considerable strides in modernizing its regulatory framework (see Adler, Mansilla and Wezel, 2009 ).
To the extent that future downturns in the banking sector are less severe than past crises, the system may be over-provisioned. For example, arbitrarily cutting the rate of loan losses during the 2002-03 crisis in half would yield an average loan loss over the cycle of 0.4 percent-below the assumed loss rate of 1 percent. This finding ties in with the assessment that the stock of dynamic provisions could withstand a sizable macroeconomic shock before failing to deny the accumulation of additional losses. However, it seems too early to reach a firm conclusion on this. In the meantime, it may be opportune to revisit the system periodically to make sure that the stock of provisions is broadly in line with potential credit risks.
Further research should aim at establishing more general results for the impact of countercyclical provisions. This could be done by applying hypothetical dynamic provisioning rules to other countries or by simulating different credit cycles to assess the properties of the various provisioning systems. Such an effort would make it possible to assess the pros and cons of adopting dynamic provisioning systems by interested supervisory authorities around the globe. It would also be in line with the ongoing work of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision on proposals that seek to mitigate procyclicality in the financial sector, not only most prominently by strengthening capital liquidity regulations, but also by explicitly promoting forward-looking loan loss provisioning, for which dynamic provisioning is the principal tool.
